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Abstract 
Jansche, S. and R.L. Stens, Best weighted polynomial approximation on the real line; a functional-analytic 
approach, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 199-213. 
The rate of convergence of best approximation by algebraic polynomials in weighted i,P(Rj-spaces is 
investigated by functional-analytic methods. Jackson- and Bernstein-type results as well as those of SteEkin- 
and Zamansky-type are given. The smoothness of the functions involved is measured in terms of the so-called 
main part modulus of continuity due to Ditzian and Totik, and a modified K-functional. 
Keljivords: Best approximation, rate of convergence, inverse theorems. 
1. Introduction 
The fundamental theorem in the theory of best approximation of 2T-periodic functions by 
trigonometric polynomials states the equivalence of the assertions of the theorems of Jackson 
(19111, Bernstein-Zygmund (1912/1945), SteEkin (1951), as well as those of Zamansky (1949) 
and Butzer-Pawelke-Sunouchi (1967/1968). Then Butzer and Scherer (1968) [6,7] showed that 
the assertions of these four basic theorems are actually equivalent o one another even in the 
setting of normed linear spaces provided essentially that appropriate Jackson- and Bernstein- 
type inequalities are satisfied. Applications of this result are concerned with the best approxi- 
mation by trigonometric polynomials mentioned above (see, e.g., [4]), or the approximation by 
entire functions of exponential type [21] or by Walsh polynomials [8,28]. 
Recently, this functional-analytic approach could be generalized to the effect that it also 
covers best approximation of functions defined on the finite interval [ - 1, l] by algebraic 
polynomials [5,20]. This theory is much more delicate than the &-theory due to the fact that 
the end points f 1 play an exceptional role. It becomes even more complicated if one considers 
weighted spaces, since in this case the norms are no longer translation invariant because of the 
weight (see also [lo, Chapters 7 and 81, [l&19,27]). 
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The situation is similar when dealing with best approximation by algebraic polynomials in 
weighted f?(W)-spaces. Although the domain of the functions involved then has no endpoints, 
the associated norms are not translation invariant, either. Due to this fact one does not have 
the equivalence of the classical modulus of smoothness with the Peetre K-functional (see 
(LlQ)), and the 1968 Butzer-Scherer theorem does not yield satisfactory results. 
If, however, one uses the generalized Butzer-Scherer theorem of [5] instead, one can replace 
the K-functional by a so-called main-part K-functional, denoted by K *, which, e.g., in the 
particular setting of weighted V’(R)-spaces is equivalent o a main-part modulus of smcmothness 
introduced by Ditzian and Totik. 
The aim of this paper is to deduce the fundamental theorem of best approximation in the 
instance of weighted V(R)-spaces from the generalized Butzer-‘Scherer theorem. The admissi- 
ble weights are the well-known Freud weights (cf., e.g., [lo, Chapter 111, [14,15,17,23,24]) which 
include the Hermite weight exp{ - ix’]. To be more precise, let wa( X) = W(X) := exp( -Q(x)}, 
where Q is an even function on IR satisfying 
Q E C”(0, a), (1 1) . 
Q” is positive and nondecreasing on (0, m), (12) . 
QW 
there exists a constant A4 > 0 such that 1~ x - 
QW 
&f<~, x > 0. (13) . 
Note that the definition of “Freud weight” is not unique in the papers mentioned; we have 
used the definition of 1241. The associated V(R)-spaces, consisting of all complex-valued 
measurable functions f on IR with 
f II L,p = I! f I! p := (1” ! f(u)w(u)lP du)lh<m, 
--?: (14 
. 
are denoted by L:(R) = LL, 1 <p < 0~. The space of all uniformly continuous functions with 
I! f I! L”, = I! f IIT := sup I f(u)w(u) I (15) . 
14 E w 
is denoted by L^,(W) = L”,. 
In view of (1.2), (1.3) the functions Q’(x) and x8’(x) are strictly increasing to infinity, and 
hence there exists an x0 > 0 such that one can define functions 4 and q* on (0, 00) in terms of 
ri(x)Q’(q(x)) =x, x 2x0, 
*. 
(1 6) . 
Q’(q*(x)) =x, x >xxg, (17) . 
setting q(x) =q(x,), q*(x) =q*(x,) for 0 <x <x0 (cf. [lo, p.1821, [16,24]). 
Apart from the norms ( 1.4) and (1.5) we will need a family of seminorms on L,4, namely, 
I f(u)w(u)!’ du)*“, h>O, l,<p<aJ, (1 8) . 
for some constant c > 0, with obvious modifications for p = ~0. The value of I f I p,jl depends on 
h and c, but the latter will be fixed in a particular application; thus we do not indicate the 
dependency on c by notation. 
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As usual, the best approximation by algebraic polynomials pn of degree n E N, := (0, 1, 2, . . . } 
(in notation pn ~9~) is defined by 
Since gn is a finite-dimensional subspace of L $ there exists for each f E LL at least one 
polynomial of best approximation, i.e., there exists a polynomial p,” =p,“( f) ~9~ with 
E,[f; kY1 := Ilf -P%* 
M;Jreover, the polynomials are dense in L,P (cf. [1,26]), i.e., there holds the Weierstrass 
property 
lim E,,[ f; LL] = 0, f EL,P. (1 9) . n-00 
In order to characterize the rate of convergence in (1.91, several concepts of measures of 
smoothness are in use (see, e.g., [l&12,17,24]). In the following we confine ourselves to the 
Peetre K-functional and the above mentioned modulus of continuity due to Ditzian and Totik. 
Defining the Sobolev space IV,‘: by 
the K-functional of f E L,9 is given by 
K(A(t), f; L,p, W;) := inf (llf-dI.+h(t)llg”‘lI.), rqo, 11, 
i?‘Wp’ 
(1.10) 
for an arbitrary positive function h on (0, l]. 
Further, we will use the following slight modification, where essentially the first norm on the 
right-hand side is replaced by the seminorms Cl.@, namely, 
K*(h(t), f; Lg, w;):= o~~~lp~~~~lf-gIp.h+h(h)llg(‘)Il,), =(O, 11. 
. P 
(1.11) 
The most convenient modulus of continuity for characterizing the rate of convergence in (1.9) 
seems to be the so-called main-part modulus [lo, p.1831, defined for f E LL and r E N := 
11, 233, . ..I by 
Q(t, f):= SUP lA;f Ip,h, t>O, 
O<h,<t 
(Aif)(x i (-l)“(;)f(x+h(fr-k)), XER, h>O. 
k=O 
It will be seen that it is equivalent to the K *-functional with A(t) = t’. 
The rate of convergence in (1.9) can now be characterized by the following so-called 
fundamental theorem of best approximation. 
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Theorem 1. ForfELc, s, r E N, and s < CT < r the foliowing Aeven assertions are equivalent o 
one another: 
q(n) (+ 
(i) E,[f; Lt] =B - 
I 11 
9 
n 
n +a, 
(ii) I+‘, f; L$ Wd) =d(t”), t--,0+, 
(ii)* K*(t’, f; L,P, W,‘)=@(P), t-,0+, 
(iii) a,(t, f) =8(P), t-,0+, 
(v) f E wp” and 
(vi) f E Wp” and E,[ fcs); Wp” ] =@( ($)“-‘), n 400, 
l&e constant c in the definition of the K *-functional and the modulus 0, has to be chosen as 
C244. 
The equivalences (i) * (ii) * (vi) were proved in [l&24], and (i) = (ii) * (ii) * * (iii) in [ 10, 
p.185]. For particular cases and related results see also [9,11,12,14], and the literature cited in 
1241. Note that q(n)/n = l/Q’(q(n)) + 0 for n --) 00 by (1.6) and the monotonicity of Q ’ and q. 
In the following we reprove the known parts of Theorem 1 using the generalized Butzer- 
Scherer theorem of [5]. At the same time we give a proof of the new parts, and we consider 
instead of d((q(n)/n)“) more general orders on the right-hand side of (i). In particular, we 
admit very slow orders such as @(q(n)/(l + log n)), and the fast order @‘(es”). In the latter 
case only the equivalence of (i), (v) and (vi) remains valid. 
The advantage of this approach is that the proof reduces to the verification of a Jackson- and 
Bernstein-type inequality, and to an estimate of the norm in terms of a seminorm. Since these 
inequalities can be established completely independently of one another, the proof of the 
fundamental theorem of best weighted algebraic approximation on R becomes very clear and 
transparent. 
2. Approximation in normed linear spaces 
In this section we recaii the fundamental theorem of best approximation in the setting of 
normed linear spaces as established in [5,20]. 
Let X be a normed linear space with norm I] - 11 x and Y be a subspace endowed with a 
seminorm I - I y. Further, let { I - I &o < I G 1 
conditions 
be a family of seminorms on X satisfying the two 
Ifl X(tz)G If I*(,,,aIIf 11x9 fEX O<t, G,G 1, (2.1) 
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for some constant M > 0, and 
if (f,),“= 1 is a Cauchy sequence in X with lim I f,, I xtr) = 0 for all 0 < t G 1, 
n+a 
then lim ]I f,l II x = 0. 
n+w 
In complete spaces X the latter condition can equivalently be rewritten as 
if f EX and I f I Xtr) = OforallO<t<l,then f=O. 
For a sequence (M,}I=, of linear manifolds in X we consider the best approximation 
E,[f; xl := /$ Ilf-&llx~ nENo9 
n II 
and the modified best approximation 
E,*[f; x] := inf I f -3, I x(I/~)~ 
&EMn 
n E NO- 
203 
(2 2) . 
(2 3) . 
(2 4) . 
(2 5) . 
Their behaviour for n + 00 will be measured by means of certain monotcqic functions 4. To 
this end, let 9 be the class of nondecreasing functions $ : (0, l] + R satisfying 
0 < @(t) G S(1) <O”, 3/(t) GM4@)9 t E(O, 11, (2 6) . 
for some M > 0 which may depend on 31. Further, let @ be the set of real functions 4 on (0, l] 
satisfying 0 < &,) \( +(tz) < 4(l) < 00 for 0 <t, < t, < 1, and lim,_,,+~(t) = 0. These functicns 
4 are said to belong to @,( #) c @ for some @ E ?P, provided 
and to @@) c @, provided 
/ 
d(u) du -- 
0 dJ(u) u 
=@ W) 
i I -, t-,0+. W) 
(2 7) . 
i2.8) 
The smoothness properties of an f E X will be measured in terms of the K- and K *-functional, 
namely, 
K(h(t),f;X,Y):=~~fy(llf-gIIx+n(t)IgIu), t qo, 119 
K*(A(t),f; KY):= w inf(lf-gl~~h~+~(~)Igl~)r tE(O, 11. 
O<h<t gE y 
These are the abstract counterparts of (1.10) and (1.111, respectively. 
In order to establish an approximation theorem like Theorem 1 in this general setting a 
number of assumptions are needed. The sequence of linear manifolds {A4T,:;l:=o CX should 
satisfy the monotonicity property (M), i.e., 
(MJ I M, CM,+*, nENO, 
and the subspace property (S,), namely, 
(S 1 Y M,cYcX, nENO. 
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Partially, we need the Weierstrass property (W), 
w lim E,[ f; X] = 0, fEX, 
n-- 
and the existence property (El, i.e., 
(E) E,[f; xl =Ilf -g% 
for at least one g,” = g!$ f) E M,. 
f EX, n E y), 
Note that these properties are obviously satisfied in many applications. So the essential 
assumptions are the following. 
There should hold a Jackson-type inequality of order # E P with respect to Y, namely, 
(J,*(e)) E,*[f; X] OW(n-‘)lf h, fEY, %2x0, 
as well as a Bernstein-type inequality of order # E !P, i.e., 
(By($)) IS,IYG $1) IIgnllx9 gnEMn, nEN- 
Finally, a weak converse of the right-hand inequality of (2.1) is needed, the so-called equiva- 
lence condition (E,), namely, 
(E ) Q II $7, IIx G M I g, I X:Z;n)r g, EM,, 11 Wq-J. 
This inequality is weak in the sense that it must hold for g, E M, only, whereas (2.1) must hold 
for all f EX. 
Now we are able to state the abstract counterpart of Theorem 1 (cf. [S,ZO]). 
Theorem 2. Let X be a normed linear space with norm II - II x, and Y CX a linear subspace with 
seminorm I l I Y= Fu~J=r, let 1 I l I ~~~~~~~~~~~~ be a family of seminorms on X satisfying (2.1) and 
(2.2). 
(a) Assume that for a sequence (M,)I=, of linear mar;!folds in X there holds (M), (E), (W), 
6,) and (E,), as well as By@,)) and (J,*(#,)) for some $I E K If 4 E @l(t,bl) n @2@o), 
where Jlo is the constant function co(t) = 1 on (0, 13, thvn the following four assertions are 
equivalent for f EX: 
(0 &[f; Xl =@(4(n-‘)), n --)m, 
(ii) K(W), f; x, y) =@(4(t)), t + 0 + , 
(ii)* K*(&(t), f; x, y) =8(4(t)), t --) o+ , 
(iii) igt(f)i =@ 
4W’) 
l I &(?I-‘) ’ 
where g,“( f ) E M,, is an element of best approximation to f in X-norm. If one of the conditions 03 
or (WI fails, then there just hold the equivalences (i) H (ii) C=B (ii)“. 
(b) Let Z CX be a further subspace with seminotm I . I z, Z being a Banach space under the 
norm II - II z := 11. 11 x + I l 1 z- If {M,};=, satisfies (M), (El, (S,), as well as (B,( e2)) and 
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(J,*(#,)) for some & E !P, then for 4 E @&J assertion (8 of part (a) is equivalent to 
(iv) fEZ and If-gz(f)I,=@ 
(v) fE2 and l?,Jf;Z]:=pizb If-g,&=@’ 
n n 
k) If {M,}~=, satisfies all the assumptions of parts (a) and (b) and 4 E @&) n @,(Q$~), then 
all assertions (i)-(v), including (ii) *, are equivalent. 
For the proof the reader is referred to [5] or [20]. It should be noted that Theorem 2 with the 
exception of assertion (iii* can be proved along the same lines as the 1968 Butzer-Scherer 
theorem. One has to show that the Jackson-type inequality (J,*(#i)) implies a Jackson-type 
inequality with E,[ f; X] on the left-hand side (see 15, Proposition 4.21 in this respect). The 
essential point here is the additional equivalent assertion, namely (ii)*. It deals with the 
K *-functional, which seems to be a more appropriate measure of smoothness in applications of 
algebraic approximation than the ordinary K-functional. 
3. The function classes @,( #) and a,( #) 
In this section we give some characterizations of the classes @,( #) and Q2(#) which are 
easier to verify than integral conditions (2.7) and (2.8), respectively. 
Lemma 3. Let # E V and x be a positive nondecreasing function on (0, 11. Then there exists a 
constant M > 0 such that 
m x(2-3) 
j=l *(2-Q) GM c / 
tx(u) du 
-- 0 e(u) u ) 
t E (0, 119 
j=l-pj L-qjJv7 nEfv- c 
n x(2-j) ~~ 1 XC") d” 
(3 1) . 
(3 2) . 
The proof is quite similar to that of the case t,Q( t) = t (r in [5] or [20], and is therefore omitted. 
Now we state the characterization of the function classes G,(e) and G,(e) announced 
above. See [2,5,9,20] for the particular cases e(t) = t n, n E NJ, and e(t) = t V, a > 0, respectively. 
Proposition 4. Let + E K 
(a) A function 4 E Cp belongs to @ ,(+) if and only if 
lim sup NCt) e(t) < 1 -.- 
t+O+ 4(t) Wt) ’ 
for some C > 1. 
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(b) A firnction 4 E @ belongs to @,h,h) if and only if 
lim .& Wt) W) > I -.-- 
t+O+ c#B(t) $(Ct) ’ 
for some C > 1. 
Proof. For the implication “ * ” of part (a) let 0 < t, < t, < 1, and choose n E No such that 
2 -n-l < t, < 2-“. Then one has by the monotonicity of (b and #, and by (3.2) with v(u) = 1, 
14(u) du 
1 
-q&y. 
Mence it follows by (2.7) that there exists a to E (0, 11 with 
-<K&S!!! W2) 
W2) WA ’ 
O<t, <t,<qJ, 
where K is the &constant in (2.7). Using this inequality one obtains again by (2.7) that 
Nt2) log t2 402) 
W2) 
r,* <KM t2444 du 
t,=?q&, u / / 
-m 
t1 VW u 
- O<t,<t,,(t,. 
This implies the assertion by choosing C = exp(2K 2M}, t 1 = t and t, = Ct. 
Concerning “ =+ “ofpart(b)letO<t,, *, 4 t -C 1, and choose n E NJ, such that 2-“-l < t,/t, < 
2-“. Then by (2.6), and (3.1) with x = 4, 
Wl) dy”t,) ~ M E 4’(2-jf2) ~ M 
I 
t24W du 
@@l) G #(2-“-*t,) 
-- 
j=O @(2-it2) 0 !iw u . 
This implies in view of (2.8) that 
40,) 4bz) 
- <M(l+K)- 
W,) W2) ’ 
o<t, <t,e(-J, 
for some to E (0, l], K being the @-constant in (2.8). The proof can 
case of part (a). 
I now be completed as in 
As to 
O<p<l 
Iterating 
the converse directions, it follows from the definition of 
and 0 < t, < l/C such that 
4w 40) 
HCt) <p $(t) ’ 
- O<tq). 
this inequality yields for all i, j E N with i 2 j and C-‘-’ < to, 
4(C-9 . 4(c-i) 
m G P’-’ @(c-i) a 
lim sup that there exist 
On the other hand, one has by the definition of the class ?P that 
&(Ct) < M#(+Ct) < l - l 
1 
< M”$(C2-“t) <M”+(t), 0 < t < c, 
(3 3) . 
(3 4) . 
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where m E tWO has to be chosen such that C < 2”. Combining (3.3) and (3.4) implies 
4(C-‘) 
=G M2’“d-j 
4(C-j) 
@(c-j- ‘) *(c-i+‘) ’ (3 5) 
. 
provided i > j and C-j- ’ < t,. 
Now let 0 < t < t,, and choose u, p E F+J, such that C-“-l < t < C-” and C-~-’ < t, < C-p. 
Then it follows by the monotonicity of 4 and $, and by (3.5), that 
/ 
to4(u) du -- 
t @(U) U 
d 
u 4(C--9 log c 
jcp #(c-j-1) 
.M2” log c k p”+‘-’ 
4(c-“-‘) 1 40) 
j=p 
(L(C-“) GM2” log cl_pJlo. 
This proves part (a), and part (b) follows along the same lines. q 
4. Best approximation in &f(R) 
In order to apply Theorem 2 to best approximation by algebraic polynomials in L!@)-spaces 
we choose X = L:(R), 1~ p < 00, endowed with the norms (1.4) and (1.5), respectively, and 
Y = Wp with the seminorm 1 f 1 y = 11 ftr) II p. The seminorms I - I xth) are given by (1.8), and 
the subspaces Mn are identified with zF~. Note that the seminorms I l I x(h) satisfy (2.1) and 
(2.3), the latter being equivalent to (2.2), and the subspaces Pn satisfy (M), (E), (S,) and (W) 
(cf. (1.9) for the latter). In the proofs below we confine ourselves to 1 <JJ < 00, the case p = 00 
always follows by similar arguments. 
Concerning the Jackson- and Bernstein-type inequality and the condition (E,) we need the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 5. Let Q be an even function on IR satisfying (l.l)-(1.3), and let q, q * be defined by (1.6) 
end (1.7). 
(a) There exist constants MI, M2 and x0 > 0 such that 
1<MI$+M2<2, x&xx,. 
(b) There exist a constant M and x0 > 0 such that 
(c) For arbitrary c, K > 0 there exist constants Ml, M2 > 0 such that 
Mlw,(x)<w,(x+qt)<M2w&x), 1x1 <cq* +Kt, O<t<t,, lrll GK, 
where wp(x) is defined by wp( x) := exp{ - Q(x)} (recall Section 1). 
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Proof. By the definition of q and (1.3) for x 2 x,, 
2 q(x) Q'WW) 
- = Q’(q( x)) = exp 4v-e 
M [;‘u-ldu)=(s)M. 
Hence it follows that 1 < 2’/(‘fM’ < q(2x)/q( x), x 2 x0. This gives the left-hand inequality in 
(a). The right-hand inequality and part (b) are proved likewise. Concerning (cl, one has for the 
given values of x, t and q by the mean value theorem that Q(x + qt) = Q(x) + qfQ’(e) for 
some 15 1 < cq*(l/t) + 2Kt. Since q* increases to infinity, there exists M > 0 such that 
16 1 < cq*( M/t). This yields by definition of q * and the monotonicity of Q’, 
M 
IqtQ'(S)l = lqbQ’( l(l)< l+Q q* T 
( ( 1) 
<KM; 
the desired estimates now follow immediately. 0 
It should be mentioned that (c) is not valid for the function q instead of q*. This is the 
reason why both q and q* are introduced. For the above proof see also [lo, p.1901, [15,23]. 
Note that (@(l/t))’ belongs to q for arbitrary r E N in view of Lemma S(a). 
Now we can state the desired Jackson- and Bernstein-type inequalities. 
Proposition 6. (a) For r E N there exists a constant M > 0 such that 
E,*[f; x) := inf 
44 r 
2,‘ E pm lf-~,l~,~~~~~ -n ( 1 II ftr) II p, fc wp’, n > 7, 
the constant c in the definition of the seminorm being arbitrary. 
(bj For r E N there holds 
The proof follows immediately by iterating the following inequalities due to Freud (see 
[13-15,24& namely, 
by using the monotonicity of q as well as the obvious inequalities Ez[ f; I$] < E,J f; L,P] G 
1; f )I p (recall (2.4) and (2.5)). 
As to condition (E,), one deduces from [22] (cf. also [25, p.90]) that 
(/= I pn(u)w(u) I * du)“* <M( j-;;6,1 P,&+(u) I* d”)i’pm 
--P 
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Noting that Q’(x) ,<xQ’(x) for x 2 1 and hence 4(x) <q*(x) for all x large enough, this 
inequality together with Lemma 5(a) implies for n 2 n,, 
I Pn(U)W(U) I ’ du 
I 
l/P 
I P&#(U) I’ du . 
This gives condition (E,), namely as in the next proposition. 
Proposition 7. There exists no E N and a constant M > 0 such that 
IIpnIIp~MIP~Ip,2/n~ ~~~9~3 on,, 
where the constant c in the definition of the seminorm I p,, I p,21n has to be chosen > 44. 
lVote that in the following the constant c is only determined by this inequality. In order to 
deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 2 it remains to show that the main-part modulus J2,( t, f) is 
equivalent o the K *-functional K *( t’, f; L& W,‘). 
Proposition 8. For r E N there exist t I > 0 and constants M,, M2 > 0, which may depend on the 
constant c in the definition of the seminorm I l I p,h involved, such that 
M$,(t, f) <K*(t’, f; L;, W;) <M,@(t, f ), f EL:, 0 <t <t,. 
Proof. The proof is a slight modification of the classical one for unweighted spaces, see, e.g., [3, 
p.1921, also [lo, Chapter 111. 
First, fix c > 0 in the definition (1.8) of the seminorm and choose t, > 0 such that 
1 
cl* 7 ( 1 
2 
++rt<cq* f , O<tGt,, 
( 1 I 
possible since (1 + l )q*(l/t) < q*(2/t) + 00 for t -+ 0 + , some E > 0, by Lemma S(b). 
Concerning the left-hand inequality, one has for arbitrary g E Wi, and x E R, h > 0, 
(dig)(x) = lfC*...l_h::~g(‘)(~flll+ .a. +u,) dul...du, 
= 1 1 h-l rh’2 (r) g (x+u) du. -rh/2 
This yields by Lemma 5(c) and (4.1) for 0 < h < t *‘, 
IA;g Ip,h G h’- ’ /~;;2{~~;@13, w2 ;J w(x + u)g”‘(x + u)[ dr) I” du 
< Mh’-’ 
rh/2 
1 (1 
cq*(h-‘)+u 
-rh/2 -cq*(h-‘)+u 
I w(x)g”‘(x) 1’ dx\ln du 
I 
l/P 
<Mh’ I w( x)g”‘( x) I ’ dx = Mh’ 1 g 1 p,~1/2- 
(4 1) . 
(4 2) . 
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Similarly one has 
A;,(f -g)l,.h 
l/P 
<Mlf-glp.h,2, O<h<t,. (4 3) . 
Combining the estimates (4.2) and (4.3) yields 
Prhf l&h G I4(f -dlp,h +IA~g~p.h~M(If-gIp,h,2+(fh)‘Ig”‘Ip.h/2)= 
This in turn implies the left-hand side by the monotonicity of the K *-functional, since 
@(t, f)<MK*($t, f; L&, W;)<MK*(t, f; L:, W;), O<ta,. 
Concerning the right-hand inequality, first note that 
K*(A(t),f; LE,W;)= SUP inf (If-gIp.h+A(t)lg(‘~Ip,h), fEL,9, t>O, 
O<h<t gEwp’ 
(4 4) . 
where h(t) arbitrary positive. Indeed, for each g E Wi and h > 0 there exists g * E Wpr such 
that I f-g I p,h = I f-g * I p.h and ]](g *Yr) ]I p = ] gtr) I p,h. One may take, e.g., 
‘q;(x), 
i 
x < -c@@- j, 
g*(x) := g(x), x E [ -cq*(h-‘), cq*(h-‘)I, 
42(x), x > cq*(h-‘), 
where q,, q2 are polynomials of degree r - 1 satisfying the interpolation prr)perties (cf. [5]) 
4’1”(-cq*(h-‘))=g’j’(-cq*(h-‘)), O<j<r_ 1 
q:“(cq”(h-‘)) ‘gj(cq*(h-I)), 
\ \ 
. 
Now consider the integral means for f E L$ r E N, defined by 
fh(x):= jl(-l)i+l(;)(Frf)(x, ;), xE& b0, 
(F,f)(x, I):=~~~~*...~~~~~(x+~(u~+K~+ ... +u,)) A+..dz+, 
XEIR, y 30. 
Noting that (I;, f )( x, 0) = f (xl, one has the representation 
f(x) -fh(x) 
r h/2 h/2 = - ( I)/ I ( -h/2’. . -h/2 A&U, +--. +u,)/r f )(x + $h(u, + - - - +ut)) du,. . . du,, 
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and by the same arguments as above, 
If-f,, I p.h GM SUP I4f Ip.h,29 0 <h g t1* 
O<u<h/2 
Furthermore, (F, f )( l , y 1 E Wp’ for all y > 0, and 
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(4 5) . 
= ;(A;f)(x), XER, y>O. 
This yields 
which together with (4.5) implies 
SUP inf (I f-g I p,~z + h’ I dr) I p,~t) 
O<h<r s=w, 
< sup ,<h<,( If -fir I PJZ + h’l f,!” Ip,lt) < Mfi,(r, f ), 0 < t < t,. 
This is the desiredkequality in view of (4.4). 0 
Now we state Theorem 2 in the concrete setting of the spaces X = I&‘(R), Y = Wi, 2 = Wi 
for some integers 0 G s < r, with M,, =9$, where the respective norms and seminorms are given 
by (l.4), (l.S), (1.8), and I g I Y := II gtr) II p, I g I z := II ds) II p. 
All the assumptions needed are satisfied, in particular appropriate Jackson- and Bernstein- 
type inequalities are valid, and there holds (E,) as shown in Proposition 7. Note further that 
the space 2 = W”, endowed with the norm II g II p + II g@) II p, is complete since the derivative is 
a cl sed operator from Wi into L&. 
Theorem 9. Let 4 E @J(tq(l/tW) n @,((tq(l/t))“) for some r, s E NO with 0 <S < r. The 
following seven assertions are equivalent for f E I$ 
0 i 
( ) ii 
( ) ii 
* 
. . . 
( ) 111 
(iVj 
0 V 
( ) vi 
E,[f; L:] =qm-l)), n + 00, 
t-+0+, 
t-+0+7 
t-+0+, 
n + 00, 
fEW,” and /If”‘-(~~~f~~s’l~p~~((~)-s~(n-l))~ n~oo~ 
fEWi and E,[f 
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Here p,“< f ) denotes an element of best approximation to f, and the constant c in the definition of 
the seminorms (1.8) used for the K “-functional and the modulus 0, has to be chosen 2 44. 
Note that assertion (vi) in the form of Theorem 2(v) reads 
(vi) f E Wp” and inf 11 f@) 
Pff=% 
Now the infimum in (vi)’ equals E,_,[ f W= LP] and one obtains (vi) by shifting the parameter , 
n, noting that q(n) G q(n + s) G Mq(n) and w&,4(1/n) < +(l/(n + s)) G 4(1/n) for suitable 
constants M, M, > 0 and n > n,. These inequalities hold in view of the monotonicity of q and 
4, as well as by Lemma S(a) and Proposition 4(a), respectively. 
An admissible function # is 4(t) := (tq(l/t)j” where s < (z < r. With this particular choice of 
4, Theorem 9 reduces to Theorem 1. One may also choose +( t j := t “(1 - log t j ?q(l /t )I@ for 
some cy, fi, a > 0. If 2s < CF + p < 2r, a > 0 arbitrary, then one has again that all assertions of 
Theorem 9 are equivalent. The case a = p = 0, cy > 0 is not admissible, even if one restricts the 
matter to part (a) of Theorem 2, since 4 E @&,) in this instance. 
On the other hand, one can deal with very fast orders of approximation, e.g., 4(t) = e- *jr. 
Then the 4 G @,((tq(l/t))‘) for any r E N, but 4 E @,((tq(l/t))“) for each s E N. Hence one 
obtains by Theorem 2(b) the next result. 
Corollary 10. For f E L$ and s E N the following three assertions are equkalent : 
(i) E,[ f; Le] =B(e-“), n --) 00, 
(ii) f E Wp’ and )/f(~l-(n.o(f))“‘Il,=cr((~)-~e-ni, n-,m, 
(iii) f E Wp” and E,[ fcs); L& 
Assertion (iii) can be deduced from Theorem 2(v) by similar arguments as used in the case of 
Theorem 9(vi) above. 
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